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ABSTRACT
Sequence mining algorithms can be classified into mainly four ways, viz, apriori-inspired algorithm, pattern
matching and pattern growth, pruning and last but not lest the combination any of these. Hence, for each
category of these algorithms a suitability of these algorithms for detection of the Insider attack was carried out.
These algorithms can be detecting the abnormal patterns in daily routines of the cloud uses with good level of
accuracy. As per current status of the state of art in this area, it was found that combination of pattern growth
with freshness factors are best suited for identification of insider attack in cloud. As using optimally sized data
structure representations of the sequence database necessitates the need of Freshness parameters to be inbuilt
in these algorithms. This research work is based on the innovative usage of sequence mining algorithms for
detecting Insider attacks in cloud network. As per current work we have found that combinations of pattern
growth with freshness factors are best suited for identification of insider attack in cloud. This is apparent from
the results from the series of experiments. This implementation basically helped in building an optimally sized
data structure representations of the sequence database that necessitates the need of Freshness parameters
incorporation in insider attack detection algorithms. It was found that our proposed algorithm is better in terms
of memory usage and accuracy in finding the abnormal sequences for detecting the insider attacks.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Intrusion Detection System needs to process large amount of data in one go. As time passes the
achieves need higher levels of availability and scalability of processing abilities. Such design choices
typically exhibit a tradeoff in which data freshness is sacrificed in favor of reduced access latencies.
There are many possible strategies for efficiently handling the recourses so that to strike a fine balance
between both the quality of service (QoS) and quality of data (QoD) [1] to be used for analysis in
detecting malicious activities in cloud ecosystem. The cloud networks [2] data stream come from
time varying processes occurring at different cloud end points , it is not enough to guarantee
usefulness of the data for finding malicious activities with mix of old and new data ; we also must
ensure each transaction under observation is fresh, so that real time response chain can be build .
Informally, data freshness implies that the data is recent, and it ensures that no adversary replayed old
messages.
In this paper, we analyze the aspects that have impact in the freshness of datasets [3]for insider attack
detecting. Then , the further sections demonstrates a framework that working on Freshness rules for
optimization of the Intrusion detecting system [4] performance with respect to its response to
malicious activities using sequence mining .Since, the malicious insiders create a bigger threat during
a cloud computing surroundings, and the customers don't have a transparent read of supplier policies
and procedures. For example, worker access, worker watching, policy compliance and hiring
standards/practices area unit usually not clear to customers. Malicious insiders [5] will gain
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unauthorized access [6] into organizations and their assets. Some threats embody complete harm,
money impact and loss of productivity.
The rest of the document is organized as follows: Section 2 analyzes the aspects involved in
freshness evaluation and presents basis for understanding the need for incorporation such factors in
intrusion detection system . Section 3 describes the framework, which is used in section 4 to
evaluate detection process in a particular scenario. Finally, section 5 concludes with our general
remarks.
Section 2: Aspects that influence the Analysis of the “Insider Attack” [7]: This section discusses the
factors that must be fine-tuned to get highly optimized Intrusion detection system.
S.No
1

2

3

4
5

6
7

II.

Table no 1.1: Variables impacting Insider Attacks
Description
Influence on Detection
Time since data was extracted from More the extraction time and
the
sources,
basically
time Query, more is the delay in
difference between the query time Alert and Response, which
and extraction time
means IDS is slow in
detection.
Obsolescence [8]
The number of updates since the In cloud, this is every critical,
data was extracted since execution if the real time activities
time
transaction is too high; there is
difference in real time analysis.
The IDS may miss some data
Freshness Rate [3] The percentage of tuples up to date If the percentage of freshness
(have not been updated since less, the database /sequences
extraction time )
will undergo large scan time.
There by slowing the alert and
response time
Timeliness
The difference between the last It is desired that this must be
update time since extraction time
minimal for best results
Size of Data Set
Total number of tuples /rows/items Larger datasets means more
to be scanned for finding the insider time in scanning them and
attacker in database
slower responses.
Size of Sequence
Encoded tuple for identification of a Larger sequences need more
transaction occurrence in cloud
time for processing.
Metric
Currency

Mining Time [9]

Time taken by an algorithm to find
particular set of sequences

It is desired that this must be
minimal for best results

LITERATURE SURVEY

After systematic review using high impact research papers on “Intrusion detection systems” and
“Insider attack” following parameters were found [Table no 1. 2] to be critical for building a state of
art detection system that detects malicious cloud insiders [10].
Table no. 1.2: Parameters for Detecting Insider Attack
S.no

Description

1

Parameter in context
of sequence mining
Sequence [11]

2

Size of Dataset

Number of Items sets /Row/Tuples.

3

Type of Dataset &
Encoding of sequence
events

Encoded set items like a,b or 1,2,3 or
combination a1,b1 which means dataset
will consist of alphanumeric types .
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An ordered collection of Item sets or Set
Predicates is defines as Sequence.

Requirement
for
Insider
Attack Detection Algorithm
The sequence essentially must
have all possible codes of
parameters from which insider
attack can be detected
These will be equal to number
of rows ‘r’ multiple by
columns ‘c’ or
r*c at any
given time, where c is the
influencing parameters.
Basically it is “String mining”
In which a limited alphabet for
items that appear in a
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sequence, but the sequence
itself may be typically very
long.
This
is
typical
characteristic
of
“insider
attack” sequence.
It is be optimized and remain
low for implementation of the
algorithm.
The detection system must be
scalable to deal with huge
amount of data as well must
be able to allocate MIPS on
the fly to scale up
It is should be minimum for an
alert system to be successful in
informing
the
system
administrator about the insider
attack
Running time must be
minimized and the impact of
longer running time must be
observed and marked, so that
typical synchronized alert
system can be build.

4

Memory Requirement

Memory usage (in megabytes) with
respect to Threshold

5

Scalability
Requirements

This requirement basically try to find the
influence of the number of transactions on
execution

6

Execution Time

It is the time taken for IDS program to get
execution.

7

Running Time

In this requirement assessment the varied
threshold is to consider the influence on
execution time. The number of time
periods is also considered (5, 25 and 50
periods).

8

Database Scans

Full database , Partial ,Indexed scans ,
Multiple Scans

Incremental and Interactive
mining is basic requirement
for “insider attack” sequence
and it volume of data.

9

Size of Sequence

10

Number of Rules ,
Sequence Rule

11

Number
Transactions

The sequence length defines the amount
of dataset attributes or size of transaction
or simply the total events that can be
considered as transaction for analysis.
A Sequence Rule [12] model gives
regulations for various sets or items. It
basically describes the relationship
between two sequences.
Frequency of activities considered as a
group.

12

Number Of Items Per
Transaction

It defined as
maximum number of
activity (e.g., visits of particular cloud
service) per object/ cloud subject/user

13

Number
Of
Transaction Groups

When the visits or a metric are grouped in
some logical manner.

14

Confidence

15

Support

It the ratio of the number of objects in the
data for which the antecedent and
consequent Sequences hold true, to the
total number of objects in the data.
Probability of the consequent following
the antecedent. Calculated as the number
of occurrences of a sequence rule divided
by the number of occurrences of the
antecedent.

This is directly related to the
number of parameters under
observations for detecting the
attack
There should be optimal
number of rules, so that
computation over head is
minimal.
The number of objects based
on which the group was build
on.
If there are abnormal number
visits to a particular cloud
service by a user or both , it is
an indication of some attack
If a particular group have
number of abnormal visit by
cloud or both ., it may be
indication of some adversity
How much proportion of data
elements are confident on your
hypothesis.
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Of

Probability value bears all or
part of the weight of; hold up
for the hypothesis in question.
Whether, it is an attack or not.
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Main Types of Inside Attack Detection Algorithms [13]:
First things first, there is need to select the model based on which we will be detecting the adversity,
for this model selection task needs to be conducted from the sets of candidate models, given data.
This involves the design of series of experiments such that the data collected is well-suited to the
problem of model selection. Given the choice of models evaluation with experimental results the
candidate models having similar predictive or explanatory powers are considered the best choice for
detecting the adversity. Following models may be considered, which may fall in category of
exploratory in nature or a scientific method of inquiry
Table No. 1.3: Description of Detection Methods
S.NO
1

Method of Detection
Statistical Analysis Method
[14]

2

Data Mining Method [15]

3

Data Stream Analysis [16]

4

Machine Learning
[16]

Method

5

Probability
[17]

Method

6

Sequence Mining

7

Ranking {Trust, Reputation
Voting } [18]
Thresh holding [19]

8

III.

Based

Description
It is a way in which data or samples can be explained/ described
&précised to draw conclusions for detecting an adversity for
example
It is a way of finding knowledge by sending queries to get useful
information to check insider attack for example.
It refers to the analysis of data , which is coming in real time ,
being produced by an ongoing process like “cloud services”
running to compute weather reports or stock exchange reports
In case machine learning we are looking for patterns in data for
learning, classification or grouping to reach at some decision .For
example to learn inside attacks activity behavior
These methods are basically based on the probability to find
probable conditions with some level of confidence e.g.
probability of insider attack, if some pattern of activities is found
for a particular cloud user .
It can help to get both infrequent or frequent sequence patterns of
events which can lead to conclusive proof that there is an attack
going on in the network
In this method, points are given to the objects that gain trust over
time either by using reputation algorithm or voting.
In this method a dynamic values with heuristics evaluation may
be used to check insider attackers

RESEARCH GAPS

After the systematic survey, it was found that a sequence mining algorithms can be used to fine tune
with freshness parameters and factors to avoid full database scans and increase the alert and response
time for detecting malicious activities in cloud. It was also found that some sequence mining
algorithms like prefix already in use for detecting malicious activities in the Intrusion detection
systems. However, these algorithms can be increase their accuracy and responsiveness in
incorporating Obsolescence metrics, Freshness factors. Limited works have been reported in this
context of Insider attack detection using such factor rules or metrics.
Scope of work:
i.
Develop a simulated cloud environment with normal and insider attack scenarios.
ii.
Using Freshness Rule Based data mining technique for detection of Insider attack in
cloud.
iii.
Evaluate performance with previous work

IV.

IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we detail the steps of implementation in conducting the research work. Basic flow the
detection process is as follows.
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Figure 1.1: Block Diagram of IDS

Step 1: This step includes the building of the cloud simulated ecosystem, for this we have used
discrete event model of simulation .The simulation was built in core java 8 and main high lights of the
cloud setup include following along the facility to imitate malicious user activities /transactions and
sequences.
Creation of Datacenter: A data center is the operational center having physical machines. These
machines have Virtual machines and all the other facilities to process work given by broker.
Cloud User/Broker Entity: It is entity which accumulates work for the data center(s). It may be
part of group computers which are sending work to the data center.
VM Allocation and Migration Policies Units: This term basically means how the work from the
broker is distributed to virtual machines of the data center.
Step 2: Implementation of Intrusion Detection System: Collection and Aggregation of Sequences:
The activities of the users are maintained in central database updated from various cloud end points at
regular intervals. The activities are encoded in numerical encodes and ranked by the sequence mining
algorithm , which scan the database for most infrequent patterns i.e abnormal using Freshness Factors
rules , which is basically calculated based on sliding window time series and possible response time
statistics.

V.

ANALYSIS OF COLLECTED DATA

Freshness Factor based Sequence Mining algorithm is used to detecting the abnormal activism of
cloud users. Each transaction may consist of 2 or more activities. The sequence may be as small as 2
codes or may be as large as 6-7 activities or even more but for a threshold value is recommended to
keep the transaction size intact. Each transaction/Event Sequence is a set of items (symbols) .The
main steps in algorithms are as follows
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Proposed Algorithm (Freshness Factors Algorithm):
a) Key Advantages: The main advantage of our algorithm is that is checks all the values , that are
recent or simply fresh and avoid scanning old data again and again .This way the algorithm runs fast
and uses less memory .
b) Input for Checking the Insider attack detection: The main input is sequence of the cloud user
activities , At least 2 activities can be defined a cloud user activity for analysis However , threshold
limit is consisted , so that transaction size does not exceed much and make the data base huge and
slow for scanning . Each transaction/Event Sequence is a set of items (symbols) as shown in Figure1.1
Step 1: This step consists of appending the latest transaction T k to the current transaction list or data
base CTL.
Step 2: In this step new count are added and updated. For each “item set” or “sequence set” that
appears in the new transaction Tk with an entry (e, f, t), if, there is a corresponding node is in the
observation space lattice, the count f of the corresponding node point is increased by value of one(e.f
= e.f + 1) . Then, for (“cloud user activity sequence set”) or the new item set “e” induced by the
items of the new transaction Tk is inserted into the observation space lattice with an entry (e, f = 1, t
= k).
Step 3: Getting a Transaction from the data base scan: In this step the oldest transaction is extracted
and entry is made in observation space lattice i.e. CTL, But, if its corresponding node with an entry (e,
f, t) is in the observation space lattice, the count f of the corresponding node is updated.
Step 4: This step is for pruning of user activity sequence /item sets for optimization purposes. For
each sequence set “e: with an entry (e, f, t) in the observation space lattice , if it has maximum
value of support “C” max, then it is pruned .
Step 5: Now , we get the most infrequent or rare sequence of activities , because the insider attacker
activities will be less in proportion as compared to the normal user sequences, Here, simply, the item
set e with an entry (e, f, t) in the observation space lattice, if its minimum possible support C max are
considered.
The Pseudo Logic:
Let f be the freshness rule factor,
Let ds be the size of the dataset.
Let sn be the length of the sequence.
For Each “Sequence” of User Activities in Database
Slice dataset based on freshness rule factor ‘f’
For each Sequence tree,
remove the sequence having size larger than “Threshold”
Find most infrequence sequence tree, “CTL”
Add_to_List _Of_InsideAttackers(“t”);
End
Outcomes of algorithm: The propose algorithm picks up the most infrequent Sequences, by building
a first a tree of the sequences and then by removing the duplicate sequences to get list of unique
sequences and rank them according to their frequency of occurrences. Most algorithms try to find
most frequent items, however our need to find most infrequent.
The Output Format:
The output of the algorithm is as follows
2 3 5 #SCORE: 0.0000019860383547
2 2 2 #SCORE: 0.0300002131312072
2 1 2 3 #SCORE: 0.033335643690463074

VI.

ALERT AND RESPONSE SERVICES

This is when, some activity sequence transaction is found be infrequent. A alert message is send and
performance of the algorithm is measured in term of time repose and accuracy of detection of insider
attack
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VII.

RESULTS

In this section, we shall discuss a testable hypothesis (that malicious activities of a cloud user can be
traced by analysis of his sequence of activities) that can be answered experimentally by doing
simulation of in cloud environment, this was only possible by collecting samples of the cloud users
events and then by running proposed algorithm we try to detect if there is some abnormal sequence of
events. The accumulated observations about this are shown graphically in further sections of this
chapter. These observations are then analyzed to yield an answer to the key question regarding to time
response, memory and accuracy of the results
Table no. 1.4: Evaluation Parameters
SFactor

What it will Evaluate?

S.No.
1

Total Number of Transactions
in Cloud

2

6

Total Number of Sequences
that are Abnormal (Malicious)
Total Number of Sequences
that are Normal :
Total Time in Identification of
Malicious
Patterns
of
Activities
Total memory Consumption in
processing for identifications
of Malicious Pattern Activities
Execution Time

7

Composite Freshness Factor

3
4

5

This helps to determine the size of dataset for conducting
analysis , it reflects how much data algorithm can handle in
reason repose time to report adversity
It is hard to find “abnormal “sequences /transaction when there
is huge proportions of normal activities as compared to normal.
This means what proportion of cloud activities are routine and
normal.
Time in detection of malicious activity. It is total time in
mining the infrequent or malicious patterns.
It measure of how much memory get used up when algorithms
runs to find abnormal activity .It is always desired that
minimum ram must be used .
Total taken for the intrusion detection system to run or scan or
do analysis of 1 batch of transactions,. The size of batch may
consist of 10,000 sequence tuples.
It is a derived metrics which measures the size of dataset and
remove configurable number of tuples from the current dataset,
as it has become Obsolescence or ready for archiving.

Graphical Presentation of the Results
a) Mean of Total Sequences or Instances: This graph describes the finding a unusual or infrequent
malicious activities that can be termed a “insider attack”. By using this metric, we are able to
investigate the slowness of the database. But, we the use of our freshness algorithm, same dataset will
not need multiple scan as only fresh values are scanned. The graph below show that our algorithm
scans more items in less time due to the fact the sequence tree is smaller due to freshness factor.

Figure 1.2: Mean of Total Sequences or Instances
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b) Mean of Sequences or Instances found to be normal: This graph show average number of
sequences that were found to be normal routine .This metric will help to find, whether the algorithm is
able to differentiate between normal and abnormal sequence.

Figure 1.3: Mean of Sequences or Instances found to be normal

c) Mean Abnormal Sequences Number: This graph shows the results from the both algorithms for
finding most infrequent instances of sequences that normally do not happen or are malicious in nature.
It shows that our proposed algorithm is able to find more number of sequences that are abnormal.

Figure 1.4: Mean Abnormal Sequences Number

d) Mean Time in Inside Attack Detection: This following graph shows how much it takes to find
the both the “normal” and abnormal sequences. It is clear from the graph below that the proposed
algorithms takes on less time in finding the abnormal activities of the cloud user .
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Figure 1.5: Mean Time in Inside Attack Detection

Interpretation of all Outcomes and graphs:
a)
It can also be observed that the average time in finding the malicious activity is very small
making it highly efficient.
b)
It can also be observed that the mean memory consumption is also very low making the data
processing memory efficient.
c)
It can also be observed that the mean memory consumption is also very low making the alert
response time less.
d)
It can also be observed that the mean time in finding the malicious activity is very less
making “response time for adversity defense fast”.
e)
It is also clear from out working the if access policy is not effective, the algorithm might find
malicious patterns, it would remain a pain in the neck.
f)
From graph, we can interpret that there are large number of cloud users sequences (50006000), defining the behavior of cloud users. This amounts to a huge database scan in one go.
g)
Since, the number of cloud user transactions are around 5000-6000 per session, the ratio of
normal and abnormal is more towards normal actually, it makes the work of algorithm
challenging.

VIII.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this research effort, we have been able successful to develop an algorithm that catches abnormal
activities of the cloud user, the implemented algorithm requires less memory space for storing and
searching. The user activity give rise to many types of sequences These sequences are based on the
events that are generated while the user is interacting with the cloud services, the algorithm
automatically skips or slides to new data set for fresh scan based on the rules that calculate the
‘freshness’ of the user event sequence. However, no matter how strong the algorithm may be, if
human nature is taken in to account, human are more prone than the software sometimes, therefore,
We need to make sure there are checks and balances in place and that sensitive information is
accessible only to those who truly need it in order to be able to do their job properly and, more so, we
need to make sure it’s easy to revoke access to sensitive information at a moment’s notice, especially
on mobile devices. Google offers the ability to remotely wipe mobile devices, and more companies
are following suit. Check into these solutions sooner rather than later. The outcome shows that it is
conceivable to identify insiders that disguise in the framework by watching their conduct designs.
In summary, we can say, this research covered the problems related to finding right kind of
parameters and freshness factor algorithm that would be suitable to detection of insider attack. The
process consists of identification of the events point that needs to be traced for benchmarking “normal
event” or abnormal event. This step can also be referred as data pre-processing phase , a step in which
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event sequence code are selected , defined and cleaned to form final transformed sequence structure to
analysis . Once, this step is done, the cloud user activity data are now ready for pattern discovery and
finding rare abnormal events. This is where we apply algorithms to identify knowledge embedded in
data, and to evaluate the discovered knowledge, Here, the Knowledge is “Presence of Malicious
Cloud User”. Last, but not least, step is to find explanations, constructs and evaluation of the
discovered knowledge (Presence or absence of Malicious User), and to response in such a manner that
there is no false alarm.

IX.

FUTURE SCOPE

These days, there are more advance insider attacks that have come in to play. These attacks also
happen due to insider’s malicious coordination with outsiders. Therefore for future scope we suggest
that this work may be extended to detect new type attack called social engineering attacks. For future
direction we also suggest that sequence mining can become more fast in terms of retrieving data if we
use databases that support object serialization and single phase query support like Ceph database
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